Rental contract
_______________________________________________________
Mobilhome Steinmetz auf Camping La Sirène - F – Argelès-sur-Mer
personal data of the main lodger (lead name*)
Surname, Name
Place + date of birth
Street, house number
postcode, town
Country
Tel.number
e-mail
Party details (max.6 persons – incl. Baby)
Surname
1.*Lead name:
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Name

Vehicle ( 1 parking space included near the mobilhome):
1. type of vehicle:

date of birth

licence nr:

Every additional vehicle has to be parked in the car park outside the camp site for a charge

2. type of vehicle:
Arrival..............
Departure.........

licence nr:
16.00 h
10.00 h

Calculation of the charges and the deposit:
Price 1 per night ...........€ x ...........Nights =
Price 2 per night ...........€ x ...........Nights =
Price 3 per night ...........€ x ...........Nights =
RENTAL
Security deposit
TOTAL

..................... €
..................... €
....………….. €
......……….. €
+
150,00 €
…………… €

We will tell you the banking connection after the receipt of your rental contract.
A final confirmation will be sent to you after having received the deposit

Rental-Deposit: 25 % of the RENTAL = ..................... €
The outstanding payment ....................€ (RENTAL + SECURITY DEPOSIT - rental DEPOSIT)
have to be paid into my account 4 (four) weeks before the start of the journey at the latest.
The following is including with the rental: lodging, a permanent bracelet to have access to the campsite and its activities, electricity and water.

At the departure
you have to clean the kitchen with kitchenwares, also the bathrooms, the toilets and BBQ !
Not included (you have to pay at your arrival): tourist tax.
The bicycles are made available without obligation, that is to say, that you can’t make a claim for them.
You have to treat the bicycles well and the use of them is at one’s own risk.
I agree to accept all general booking conditions as detailed.

………………………..
Date

………………………………..
Signature

General booking conditions
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

18.
19.

20.

21.
22.

23.
24.
25.

This mobile home is a non- smoking mobile home. Bringing pets is prohibited.
Please give the first names, family names and dates of birth of every person that wants to stay in “Mobile home
Steinmetz”.
As soon as the booking is confirmed, it is only valid for the persons given in the contract and not under any
circumstances valid for any third party as subletting is not allowed. Upon non- observance of this condition, the
contract will be cancelled and you will lose the amount posted.
Important: Bookings and requests sent by persons of non- age or including persons of non-age that are not
accompanied by a parent or legal guardian will not be accepted.
6 (six) persons at maximum (a baby counts as one person) and 1 (one) car per mobile home are permitted.
Please give the correct date of arrival and date of departure. The minimum stay of 7 (seven) nights is triable.
On the day of departure: “Mobile home Steinmetz” has to be vacated by 10 a.m. at the latest.
On the day of arrival: Please inform us or rather the camp site “La Sirène” immediately in case of any delays to
ensure the upholding of your booking.
(tel no “La Sirène”: 0033 4 68 81 04 61
/ mobile phone no Steinmetz: 0049 (0) 171 2 675 369 )
The booking is non- transferable. Subletting and handing the permission to stay in the mobile home over to a
person that is not given in the contract is forbidden.
In case several families want to book the mobile home one after another, every family is obliged to conclude an
own contract.
Every wish concerning your accommodation should be expressed by the time of booking and the transfer of the
deposit. However, they cannot be guaranteed by the management.
Every additional vehicle has to be parked in the car park outside the camp site for a charge.
Parallel to the conclusion of the contract a deposit of 25 % of the whole rent is due immediately.
We will tell you the banking connection after the receipt of your rental contract.
A final confirmation will be sent to you after having received the deposit.
In addition to the rental fee, you have to pay a security deposit of 150 €.
The balance and the security deposit have to be paid into my account 4 (four) weeks before the start of the
journey at the latest.
In case the mobile home, the BBQ, the site and the bicycles are left clean and in a good condition and
according to the rules, the security deposit will be transferred back to you.
Taking out a travel cancellation insurance is advisable and is your own responsibility.
In case you are unable to start your journey after you have already transferred the deposit to my bank account,
the deposit will be kept and will not be reimbursed.
In case you cancel 0-20 days before your rental period, your booking will be cancelled and your whole rent will
be kept.
For any information that is not confirmed in writing or that does occur during the process of sending the
confirmation of the booking, the lessor cannot take responsibility.
Kids club: The activities provided by the camping club “La Sirène” for children that are older than 6 years are
for free. (However, the capacity is limited.)
The kids club can deny the entrance to families and their children in case the opening times are not complied
with and/ or in case children behave in a way that prevents the club from working out.
The legal guardian or the parents are responsible for the supervision of their children, especially on the play
grounds and pool sites.
As a sign for your permission to access the camp site and its activities, you are given a permanent club bracelet
which has to be worn during the whole duration of your stay. In case you lose your bracelet, it has to be replaced
at your own expense.
Bringing pets is prohibited.
The various conveniences of the life of a camper compensate for the inconveniences that life “under the open
sky” may involve by far. Insects and other little creatures might be part of this kind of holidays. The
management is not responsible for their removal.
The management of the camp site reserves the right to decide that certain services are no longer in force without
informing you beforehand.
In case the rules that are valid on the camp site are not being followed, the management reserves the right to end
your holiday stay with immediate effect. In this particular case, you have got no right to refund your rent or get
any other compensation.
Customers of “La Sirène” and “Hippocampe” are not allowed to use the swimming pool of “Le Bois de
Valmarie”.
Visitors (not customers) do not have access to the activities of the camp sites.
The bicycles are made available without obligation, that is to say, that you can’t make a claim for them.
You have to treat the bicycles well and the use of them is at one’s own risk.
A confirmation of your booking will be sent to you after registration.
The Steinmetz family hopes you have fun on your vacation!

